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The University rf Dayton 
UD DANCE ENSEMBLE TO 
PERFORM WINTER CONCERT 
News Release 
DAYTON, Ohio, Nov. 7, 1989--Music by contemporary artists such as 
Madonna, Prince and Peter Gabriel will be interpreted by University of 
Dayton faculty, students, alumni and community choreographers in the UD 
Dance Ensemble's Winter Concert to be presented Friday, Nov. 17 and 
Saturday, Nov. 18 at 8 p.m. in the Kennedy Union Boll Theatre. 
Tickets for the concert are $5 and will be available at the Boll 
Theatre box office on the day of the performance. For advance tickets, 
call the box office at (513) 229-2545 between noon and 5 p.m. weekdays. 
Jeni Engel-Conley, artistic director of the ensemble and faculty 
member in UD's theatre division, will present two works on the program. 
"Emergence," set to music by Philip Glass, is a reconstruction in dance of 
the Hopi Indian creation myth. Traced in slow motion are the creation of 
the first people and their four directional migrations. "Delta Rain 
Dreams" is an abstract modern work dealing with cycles of accelerated 
energy alternating with cycles of rest and a visual pointillism that 
highlights changing geometries. Music for the piece is by John Hassell and 
Brian Eno. 
Cecil Slaughter of the Dayton Contemporary Dance Company has created a 
modern piece, "Cannons Before Dawn," which attempts to strip away layers of 
a desperate and driven emotional state to expose the images that lie 
beneath the surface. 
Dayton-area choreographer Kendall A. Child's fall offering, titled "Of 
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These, Hope," with mus~c by Peter Gabriel, deals with the power of prayer 
for healing the soul. 
Relationships and their social faces are presented in "This is Not a 
Comedy" by UD alumnae Janet Slifka, set to the music of Billie Holiday. 
Slifka, who graduated from UD last year with a master's degree in 
electrical engineering, is now dancing professionally with a company in 
Columbus, Ohio. 
The visually and emotionally powerful "Waking the Witch" by Mark 
Cummings is a contemporary work concerning a young woman's confrontation 
with religious persecution by her peers. Music f or the piece is by Kate 
Bush. 
"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot" will be performed by soloist Denise Melnick 
to the a cappella version of the song sung by Joan Baez. Blending 
spiraling linear movements with an innovative use of pause, the piece 
portrays one's spiritual journey home. 
Senior Christopher Polomsky and junior Dana Dalesandro have 
collaborated on their first piece for the UD Dance Ensemble this fall. A 
jazz work set to a duet by Madonna and Prince shows how a man without self-
control is bound to confront his inevitable loneliness. 
Using music by Al Jarreau, alumnae Sharon Austin has created a series 
of performance vignettes depicting the "hold" that love has on a man and a 
woman and the celebration of its embrace. The segments will be performed 
between the full-length dances to give a three-dimensional format to the 
concert program. 
For further information, contact the box office or UD's performing and 
visual arts department at (513) 229-3237. 
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